Fiber-Reinforced Composites for Computer Assisted Design/Computer Assisted Manufacture of Dental Crowns
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Abstract

Fiber-reinforced composites can be processed by vacuum assisted resin transfer molding toward providing bulk structural material with sufficient thickness for computer assisted design/computer assisted manufacturing to fabricate dental crowns. Soaring gold prices that initiated research into substitute materials has continued since the early 1970s for many different possibilities. Fortunately, fiber-reinforced composites provide design-level advantages for high mechanical properties to include well-known excellent fracture toughness as a major problem with ceramics and oxide ceramics like alumina or zirconia that fracture into multiple pieces. On the other hand, fiber-reinforced composite crowns can withstand high loading states even without fracture or any signs of small crack propagation. Fiber-reinforced composites wear smooth into glossy wear surfaces to eliminate concerns for excessive wear on opposing teeth like ceramics. Fiber-reinforced composites have excellent adhesive bonding properties unlike ceramics or the oxide ceramics such as alumina and zirconia. Further, strong free-radical-cure bonding characteristics of fiber-reinforced composites offer major advantages for patient clinical marginal relines to generate the finest margins ever conceived. Eliminating concerns about defects at the crown margins then reduces oral exposure of sealing luting cements that can soften and dissolve by moisture hydrolysis. Blocking marginal leakage can then prevent bacterial infiltration into margin-cement gaps toward creating caries, promoting gingival recession or causing bone loss. Also, design-oriented FRCs provide numerous opportunities to incorporate additives like the efficacious broad-spectrum antimicrobial triclosan into the reline material, luting cement or bulk FRC. In addition, costs for fabricating CAD/CAM FRC crowns are considerably less than ceramics or the highly expensive oxide ceramics like zirconia.
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Introduction

Ceramic crowns have excellent esthetics, but commonly fracture catastrophically by brittle failure into multiple pieces. Preliminary mechanical tests on fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) parts fabricated by an advanced vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM)
process have demonstrated vastly improved properties for maximum flexural strength, yield strength, resilience, work of fracture (WOF), critical strain energy release ($S_u$), and critical stress intensity factor ($K_{IC}$) over many dental ceramic computer assisted design/computer assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM) materials [1]. FRCs are an advanced engineering aerotech-level material that has been developed for a wide diverse range of dental applications [1-25]. Subsequent CAD/CAM technology then provides the possibility of using industrial-level materials for milling crowns toward higher echelons of routine accuracy. But, ceramic crowns still fail most often due to sudden brittle fracture failure into multiple pieces with glassy-like fracture surfaces [26-46]. After ceramic brittle fracture, all crowns regardless of the material fail to a great extent because of marginal gaps that require sealing with cements that soften and dissolve by oral exposure creating micro-leakage, bacterial infiltration and secondary decay to possibly also include pulpal inflammation and periodontal disease [45-68]. Further, accelerated wear of opposing dentition is a clinical problem with ceramics [69-73]. Also, bonding of ceramics is difficult to achieve with increasing concern from more inert alumina and zirconia oxide ceramics [74-78]. Interproximal contacts must be sufficiently tight as an area and not a point or a line otherwise food wedging can occur to increase the risks for secondary decay, periodontal disease and source for painful irritation [79-88].

Numerous areas of posterior crown failure can be eliminated with FRC custom designed VARTM technology. Combined with CAD/CAM micro-precision routine operations, advanced FRC materials can be sufficiently user-friendly and design oriented to create the ideal posterior crown. Now, FRCs with CAD/CAM technology can replace the once universal standard with the gold crown after soaring prices and become a new substitute for all of the currently accepted posterior ceramic crowns. Although the 1st and 2nd molars account for only 13% of all tooth surfaces, they represent 88% of decay [89] primarily due to minor defects that help colonize bacteria [89-99] making the new FRC crown an important contribution.

**Mechanical properties**

**Flexural testing**

Mechanical Properties and Sample Thickness in Table 1 compare an early initial bulk FRC material with different commercial dental CAD/CAM materials. Testing further included a Coors® alumina oxide ceramic and tungsten carbide all tested in 3-pt bend over a 10 mm span [1]. Notice that the FRCs compare well to Fracture Toughness properties with tungsten carbide, one of the strongest bulk materials known to mankind. Also, FRC crowns could be cut to a smaller thickness than all other dental CAD/CAM crown materials or the Coors® alumina.

Thinner FRC crowns suggest a smaller amount of tooth structure needs to be removed with less pain or pulpal exposure [1]. The FRC has improved mechanical properties with significant statistical differences over all CAD/CAM Dental Materials and the industrial Coors® alumina ceramic for flexural strength ($p < 0.001$), resilience ($p < 0.05$), WOF ($p < 0.001$), $S_u$ ($p < 0.05$), $K_{IC}$ ($p < 0.001$) and strain ($p < 0.001$) [1]. For a novel relevant comparison, thermoplastic PEEK polymers have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for crowns, bridges, fixed-removal implant retained dental frameworks [100-102] and spinal fusion implants [103] with tensile strengths of only 70.3-103.5 MPa [104]. Although PEEK is reinforced with carbon fibers for temporary fixation plates [105], PEEK cannot be reinforced with fibers for long-term service [106] because of inert chemistry that prevents adequate bonding [107]. Conversely, the tensile bending failure on the lower flexural surface for the CAD/CAM FRC and all ceramics, alumina and zirconia materials manufactured under optimum industrial-level conditions exceeded PEEK in table 1 [1]. In addition, the initial FRC CAD/CAM material tested for resilience, WOF and $K_{IC}$ at comparable levels to one of the strongest solid material known with tungsten carbide and even greatly exceeded tungsten carbide for $S_u$ as a measure of resistance to the unstable rapid crack propagation after critical maximum load [1]. The value for $S_u$ in kJ/m² is accurately
### Table 1: Mechanical Properties and Sample Thickness [1] (±standard deviations in parentheses).

*The last two samples were a dental composite and amalgam direct filling for comparisons but tested in an ideal 4pt bend over a 40 mm span [1]. Table 1 CAD/CAM materials were precision cut as unnotched samples to the smallest minimum thickness without breakage and before 3-point testing [1]. The smaller-than-normal samples were prepared primarily because dental CAD/CAM materials supplied as small blanks often do not exceed dimensions over 15.0 mm. By providing accurate test results, engineering design-level mechanical tests can be compared at a later time by the same exact precise methods with any new material invented.*
measured closely as the fracture toughness property of interest when testing for the most unusual mechanical property created with $K_u$ in MPa*m$^{1/2}$.

**Edge chip testing and chip toughness**

**Edge chipping:** Fracture toughness properties related to edge chip testing are complex in nature requiring close attention to technique and specific parameters requiring excessive sample tests for a single comparison between only a few different materials [108-110]. Large amounts of data need to be compiled exactly to compare a single material with several others. Nevertheless, edge tests require low-cost equipment and test methods are relatively simple. An indentation near the edge of a brittle material can be applied with increasing load until a small thin chip starts to peel away [111]. The indentation load develops a defect area below the material surface [111]. With increasing load the cracks grow more toward the edge boundary until the edge is reached and a chip separates from the sample [111]. From a practical standpoint, a concentrated contact near the edge of a brittle ceramic material can lead to chipping during micro-impact CAD/CAM crown fabrication. For an example, figure 1 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) compared identical crowns with (A) a tougher smoother defect-free FRC crown margin and (B) multiple chip defects for a ProCAD ceramic crown margin [1]. The size of the largest ProCAD chip in figure B is approximately 35 um x 95 um while small chipping is seen along the entire edges of the margins. Conversely, FRC fibers block crack propagation and chipping [2] with high $S_{IIc}$ (Table 1), resulting in margins with smooth sharply defined edge lines. From edge chip tests found in literature comparing monolithic yttrium-stabilized zirconia (TZP) to weaker identical CAD/CAM ceramic materials [108,109], the FRC generated fracture toughness increases in much greater excess than the zirconia TZP.

**Chip Toughness by Izod Impact energy toughness:** Izod Impact is a comparative standardized test method to determine fracture toughness in kJ/m$^2$ units during a high-strain rate [6,8] in contrast to static low-strain rate fracture toughness methods that determine specific properties with absolute values also in kJ/m$^2$ units for resilience, WOF and $S_{IIc}$ or similarly with bulk methods according to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) for $K_{IIc}$ but in units of MPa*m$^{1/2}$ [10]. Modified Izod Impact testing was performed by cantilever fixturing according to ASTM standard D 256-00 without a sample machined notch necessary to concentrate impact stress to then provide fracture toughness for full bulk sample energy values [6,8]. Energy testing for high-strain rate toughness full breakage was accomplished with a Tinnius Olsen Plastic Tester [6,8]. All samples broke through completely, producing 2 separate pieces with fractured free ends. Further, ASTM standards are available that can use identical high strain-rate Izod pendulum testing to measure dynamic toughness.

**Figure 1:** (A) SEM FRC no edge chips (B) SEM ProCAD ceramic with multiple edge chips.

for both Polymer Chip Impact Strength D 4508-98 on unnotched samples and a ceramic criterion for Chip Resistance C 368 [25]. Izod pendulum testing according to ASTM Standard for Advanced Ceramics D 256 is then a measure of the fracture energy, with particular appreciation of resistance to crack propagation in tough ductile fiber reinforced materials [25] and especially relevant to CAD/CAM high micro-impact milling chipping defects.

Impact fracture toughness improvements for FRCs produce a larger irregular ductile fracture surface area indicative of higher debonding energy and fiber fracture compared with a brittle smooth cleavage surface with non-FRC controls [6,8,25]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) illustrated weak, smooth, brittle cleavage in non-FRC control material [6,8,25]. In contrast, SEM highlighted increased toughness ductility for FRCs with fiber/polymer debonding and fiber breakage regarding energy dissipation [6,8,25]. Also, fiber pull-out was observed sporadically as another form of energy consumption. Energy adsorption mechanisms with fiber reinforcement are obviously outstanding when compared to non-FRC controls. Energy consumption is the chief mechanism to restrict crack propagation as a measure of toughness. The more dominating fiber reinforcement in effect acts as an accentuated barrier to crack propagation by deflecting energy laterally.

The fracture toughness impact test outcome demonstrated vastly superior chip toughness values for FRCs over corresponding commercial non-FRC controls, p < 0.001 [6,8,25]. The magnitude of improvement for chip toughness when adding fibers to non-FRC controls was so exceptional that material advancement toward dental filling materials was necessarily acknowledged. Impressive results from Izod energy-toughness measurements predict a strong reduction in marginal chipping when fibers are added to non-FRC controls. As a result, testing by ASTM standard D 4508-98 has been offered as a means to make relative comparisons for the purpose of evaluating chip toughness. Assessment is especially relevant for areas under stress with high rates of strain. High strain rates are thus considered necessary to promote crack propagation and associated directly with chipping energy dissipation mechanisms, for example during high micro-impact CAD/CAM milling. Izod pendulum testing provides a direct measurement of energy and toughness in the standard kJ/m² units for simple fracture toughness analysis. The extent of fracture toughness increases as a measure of chip resistance is outstanding when adding fibers to conventional non-FRC controls.

**Fibers block crack propagation during chipping:** Atomic force microscopy (AFM) chip toughness images show the top particulate-filled-type matrix surface layer of a discontinuous FRC that can compact at extremely high packing forces (Figure 2A). Further, a chip in a

![Figure 2: AFM for FRC with top particulate-filled matrix compressed flat by a non-polished machined tooled cover into a cavity mold squeezes the matrix toward the surface with removal at the margin borderline escape vents. No subsequent cutting, finishing or polish: (A) Without surface chip. (B) With surface chip exposing fiber underneath.](image)

top surface layer is shown blocked by underlying fibers beneath (Figure 2B). The compaction tool surface for a top cover with the samples in figure 2 was machined non-polished from ultra high molecular weight polyethylene during related polymerization shrinkage tests. The material composite fiber has a surface area a couple orders of magnitude larger than a particle of similar diameter. Subsequent fibers beneath the surface then act as major barriers to crack propagation during an impact chipping episode in addition to adding high fracture toughness properties and virtually stop crack propagation near the material surface.

**National Academy of Sciences (NAS) recommendations:** The issues of low ceramic or oxide ceramic edge chip toughness or chip resistance bring up another important matter of concern regarding bulk material fracture toughness testing. Common dental $K_{\text{IC}}$ fracture toughness testing using notched man-made defects is considered exceptionally unpredictable and criticized to a major proportional extent by the NAS to end such non-bulk material testing practices that create new theory in misguided attempts to provide an unrealistic measure of rapid crack propagation with a $K_{\text{IC}}$ value [1,10]. Although non-bulk $K_{\text{IC}}$ methods with artificial man-made flaws are highly unreliable according to the NAS, bulk test methods for $S_{\text{IC}}$ testing in table 1 are highly accurate for close repeatable results [10]. Most importantly, dental fracture toughness testing with man-made/machined defects will not be considered valid results by the NAS. So, literature journal test results using non-bulk $K_{\text{IC}}$ fracture toughness methods on current oxide ceramic zirconia should also be rejected as recommended by the NAS. In accordance with the NAS recommendations, all fracture toughness results in table 1 were performed using bulk fracture methods without artificial defects introduced to simulate a natural crack.

**Maximum crown loading tests**

First-round occlusal load test studies on nine identical CAD/CAM pre-damaged FRC crowns compared to zirconia yttrium stabilized crowns in the literature produced higher average maximum loads at 5118N from approximate 1.75 mm thick FRC crowns without fracture or even visible deep cracks compared to approximate 1.2 to 3.24 mm thick zirconia TZP crowns at 1622N, 1957N and 4516N that fractured catastrophically into multiple pieces [46,47]. The maximum bite force ever recorded in the Guinness Book of World Records is still only 4337N for 2 seconds [25]. Further, when considering an impossible off-axis worst-case-scenario FRC loading, after maximum loading an intact FRC crown was then subjected to a 2nd transverse or sideways loading at a cusp (Figure 3A). Nevertheless, the fracture was still at approximately 89% of the maximum occlusal load for that crown and did not occur completely through the cusp or delaminate between plys. Instead, the fracture traveled in irregular jagged fashion indicative of crack deflections for extremely good energy adsorption fracture toughness. In fact, fracture toughness energy adsorption before yield for resilience was only approximately 8% less for the transverse loading through the cusp compared to the top occlusal force on that same crown. Because the final average load for all top occlusal crowns was stopped at only about 6.5% lower past maximum force, WOF, $S_{\text{IC}}$ and $K_{\text{IC}}$ energy adsorption comparisons were not made with the exceptional transverse loading to complete failure on the crown cusp shown in Figure 2A. Higher magnification in another software program revealed a highly chemically-resistant crystalline pure-silica appearing material without a single woven ply visible along the fracture surface. Conversely, from laboratory mechanical testing, ceramics and alumina or zirconia oxide ceramics all

**Figure 3:** (A) Photo of an FRC cusp that fractured by directed transverse load on the molar cusp (no polish or glaze) (B) Photo FRC CAD/CAM milled crown and glazed by photocure to the most esthetic white finish.

break to expose glass-like appearing fracture surfaces similar to zirconia crowns in journal literature that fracture into multiple pieces [46,47]. In addition, the new milled advanced VARTM FRC materials tested for maximum crown loading can provide the highest levels for white esthetics (Figure 3B).

Brittle ceramic fatigue crack growth

In terms of FRC crown longevity with an average maximum test load at 5118N, normal maximum biting forces are referenced in a range from 200-540N, 400-800N and 600-1200N [27,63,112,113] that are sufficiently low so that FRC crowns would appear permanently safe during long clinical service. In fact, most CAD/CAM crowns materials should be acceptable when first placed in the mouth. However, of ultimate significance ceramics and oxide ceramics like alumina and zirconia fail over time due to fatigue from extremely small defects when smaller stresses break molecular bonds to release energy so fast that cracks continue to grow. By crack propagation small ceramic or oxide ceramic defects coalesce to extend up to around 100-200 micrometers or more as critical sizes that cause fracture at much weaker loads than the ideal maximum loads reported in literature of unstressed brittle materials. Consequently, small defects in brittle materials can grow to critical sizes and suddenly release accelerated energy at mach-level speeds to produce sudden catastrophic failure that fractures ceramics, alumina, and zirconia into multiple pieces. Although brittle materials fail at yield to produce resilience energy adsorption results equal to WOF, FRCs have high levels of energy adsorption after yield during WOF and continue to strain even well beyond critical load to remain fully intact after the initial maximum load crack propagation. FRCs are extremely fracture-resistant and ideally tough enough to easily block crack propagation by high energy adsorption from fibers that are some of the strongest materials known [2]. Notice from table 1, FRCs show superior fracture toughness at each level to provide property values orders of magnitude higher than all other CAD/CAM materials and compare even with one property for Sfc 4.7X higher than the massively strong tungsten carbide. Sfc is the mechanical property value of most interest for the Kic value in catastrophic brittle materials to measure rapid energy release during fracture crack propagation to failure. Subsequent fracture toughness is then the biggest problem with ceramic crowns and also oxide ceramics like alumina and zirconia crowns due to fatigue crack growth that creates sudden brittle destructive material failures into multiple fracture pieces.

As examples for the potential of ceramic fracture by catastrophic brittle failure, advanced zirconia oxide ceramics and a lithium disilicate have demonstrated relative concern for patient use in long-term cyclic fatigue environments. Although strengths were projected

![Figure 4: Crowns fractured on the margins without loading after seating on the stone patient dies.](A) Lithium disilicate (B) Translucent zirconia (C) Porcelain fused to zirconia.)
for a lithium disilicate ceramic at 400 MPa, a translucent zirconia at 550 - 650 MPa and a porcelain fused to zirconia at 1400 MPa, photos show crowns from those same materials fractured at the margins during initial seating on laboratory stone die models (Figure 4). Low ceramic or oxide ceramic edge chip toughness can accentuate failure in the relatively important margin crown areas where edges with less bulk concentrate stresses considerably [108-111].

Similar fracture toughness problems with CAD/CAM ceramics can be encountered following normal clinical patient service (Figure 5). Fracture of a lithium disilicate crown can occur in spite of good bulk ceramic at the margin (Figure 5A). An alternate problem is presented with fracture of porcelain fused to an underlying zirconia coping (Figure 5B).

Other clinical concerns

Margins: Margins are a major problem for all crowns and have been questioned in the literature extensively. Marginal defective spaces with cement exposure create cement softening and degradation that produce micro-leakage, bacterial penetration and secondary caries to also possibly include pulpal inflammation and periodontal disease [45-68]. With declining laboratory technician skills, acceptable marginal gaps have greatly increased from 1990 and earlier at less than 39 um [53,56,58,60] up to 120 um commonly referenced after about 2010 [45,64-66,68,75]. One exceptional SEM restorative study in 1976 from extracted human teeth after 3 weeks showed that bacteria grow immediately into margin gaps for amalgam and gold as small as 5 - 30 um [54]. So, even margins that appear acceptable by the highest clinical standards may not be good enough.

Fortunately, following CAD/CAM FRC crown milling relatively acceptable margins can now be relined clinically to the patient’s tooth and then polished back to a perfect fit [1]. The reline material can include a margin bead incorporated with highly crystalline insoluble short quartz fiber that can be designed to improve bonding to the FRC crown. In addition, the reline can also increase crown retentive fit to the tooth. The FRC is a free-radical cure thermoset that maintains acceptable levels of exposed reactive surface groups and the FRC reline material is similarly a well-studied free-radical ambient-cure thermoset adhesive. So, the FRC crown can have margins activated precisely by acid etching to expose additional free-radical sites to improve bonding. Also, the FRC reline bonding material can have efficacious broad-spectrum triclosan antimicrobial mixed in to better protect the susceptible margins from secondary decay [16-18]. Even the entire FRC crown is being planned to have triclosan incorporated during VARTM into the bulk material. In terms of FDA approval, adhesive/bonding formulations are already sold with triclosan [114-117].

Wear

Accelerated wear of opposing dentition is a major problem with some ceramics [69-73]. For brakes FRCs are well-known to wear less than metal into glossy smooth surfaces from reconsolidated wear-film debris that includes crystalline nanoparticulate [118-127]. Similarly, Dental FRC fillings have been tested to wear less than enamel into some of the smoothest glossy surfaces known to exist and even polish outside the margins of the dental restoration fillings [2-4] to project the elimination of possible occlusal crown wear on opposing dentition.

Bonding

Secondary bonding of ceramics is difficult with increasing problems from more inert alumina and zirconia oxide ceramics [74-78]. Sandblasting of internal zirconia crown surfaces is needed to achieve adhesive mechanical retention, but defects reduce strength [128]. On the other hand, thermoset FRCs form high-strength covalent adhesive bonds [129-131]. In addition to improving crown retention, another consideration for adhesively bonding FRC crowns to tooth structure includes improvements over low ceramic fracture resistance by increasing the underlying support that reduces the tensile strength in the ceramic [26].

Stress transfer for biological healing responses

The FRC modulus of 24.6 GPa, table 1, is closer to the modulus of natural bone at about 14 GPa [100] and considerably less stiff than most ceramics, alumina or zirconia in a range from around 26.2 GPa to 79.6 GPa from table 1 [1] and also metals [100,103]. Lower stiffness is thought to benefit clinical crown responses with lower modulus for bone implant healing reactions due to better physiologic stress-transfer loading [103]. Also, lower bone-like modulus is thought to benefit bone implant-retained prosthetic frameworks due to better stress-transfer energy adsorption [100] to improve implant survival rate, greatly influence less bone loss, less peri-implantitis and increase patient quality of life [101] with light-weight comfort commonly expressed by patients [102].

Regarding CAD/CAM material mechanical properties, by Wolff’s Law biomaterial modulus (approximately stiffness) is important to stimulate bone growth and prevent resorption [132]. Remodeling of bone takes place in response to mechanical stimulation so that the new hard bone tissue is better adapted to the load [132]. Thus, osteogenic and osteoclastic bone responses are related to normal activities on the bone in vivo [132]. So, if more physiologic clinically relevant load is applied more osteogenic activity occurs and if less load is applied more osteoclastic activity occurs [132]. Consequently, a stiff metal can carry so much of the load and transfer extra stress in a nonuniform way to certain areas of the bone so that other areas of the bone are shielded or under-stressed and reabsorb according to Wolff’s Law [132]. With much higher modulus materials highly nonuniform stress transfer is of serious concern in terms of bone resorption through stress shielding [132] in addition to commonly expressed questions of patient comfort [102].

FRCs compared to metals and ceramics

Metal comparisons

VARTM FRCs developed with CAD/CAM technology for crowns and bridges are a completely new innovation in Dental Materials [1]. Increasing unstable gold prices since 1971 combining going off the gold standard initiated extensive research into substitute materials to reduce noble metal content particularly for gold crowns and porcelain-fused-to-gold white esthetic materials. Base metal alloys with nickel practically eliminated noble metals completely, but are considered to be more technique sensitive and hard to cast for laboratory technicians that have difficulty in obtaining acceptable fittings due to high solidification shrinkage.

Ceramic comparisons

Ceramics are superior to many other materials based on basic properties to contain heat for energy purposes, esthetics that resists staining or bleaching, inertness for high chemical resistance to maintain surface smoothness and resistance to biologic interaction that includes bacterial colonization. However, because ceramic fracture toughness is low, cyclic fatigue produces crack propagation to a critical

size that continues on to catastrophic fracture into multiple pieces at lower-than-normal mechanical properties for maximum strength [24-46]. Also, CAD/CAM does not produce margins with earlier acceptable gold limits for defects of less than 39 um [53,56,58,60], whereas FRCs can be relined for a perfectly acceptable marginal fit [1].

FRC comparisons

FRCs are extremely design oriented with fibers that have some of the strongest, stiffest, most ductile and crystalline chemically resistant properties known. FRCs are highly fracture resistant with high energy adsorption during large deflections. Conversely, ceramics and other advanced oxide ceramics most commonly fail by brittle fracture failure. VARTM FRC polymers cure from a low-viscosity resin state so that multiple additives can be incorporated to optimize mechanical and unique specialty physical properties. Triclosan antimicrobial is a particularly useful additive that can be blended through a VARTM FRC process.

High-tech ceramics are assessed according to the ease by which the material can be shaped with cutting or abrasive tools consistent with grindability and susceptibility to edge chipping surface damage relative to fracture toughness, edge toughness and brittleness [133]. Machining of FRCs is much easier in contrast to ceramics and particularly advanced oxide ceramics when costs related to milling grinding might be 80% or more of the overall expenses [134]. Regardless, work to reduce ceramic costs by higher milling rates has generated more surface flaws that reduce material strengths [134]. Further, machinability of ceramics is associated with chips and grinding striations not seen with FRCs that mill much smoother seen on SEM (Figure 1A and 1B). Costs analyses show defect-free FRC machining [1] with shortened milling times, easier adjustments and lower polishing times allow one-visit patient appointments to insert a crown and lower bur costs. Outlays for less aggressive FRC milling equipment greatly reduce buying expenses. Zirconia requires much longer production times for both machining and sintering with minimum two-visit patient appointments to place a crown while costs for milling equipment, furnace and machining tools are much greater. Further, probable milling defects are expected in all ceramics as possible crack propagation initiators for potential fracture failure [128]. Fixed-removable frameworks for implant retained dentures can provide important retention for commonly loosely fitting lower dentures. Originally, zirconia CAD/CAM milling blocks were fully sintered and difficult-to-machine, time consuming and costly for burs [128]. But now zirconia is pre-sintered, milled and sintered with high percent shrinkage [128]. Fortunately, because clinical handpiece grinding adjustments with FRCs are many times easier than with dental ceramics, alumina, zirconia or metals, any crown, bridge, coping or framework adjustment needed requires much less time or bur cost for FRCs.

The current acceptable FRC CAD/CAM crown margins can now be adhesively relined with an FRC bonding material and then polished back to the most perfect fit ever conceived without inaccuracies from impression, stone model, wax crown, investment or melted gold dimensional changes with a metal cast crown. On the contrary, margins for all current crowns have some gaps that need to be sealed with luting cements. Subsequent larger marginal gaps between the tooth and crown prevent proper sealing to permit oral fluid micro-leakage into the cements that in turn start to dissolve so that bacterial infiltration can eventually occur. As reline FRC material packs parallel along a bond plane; excess resin is squeezed out of the fiber network leaving high concentrations of crystalline chemically-resistant fibers packed onto the margins that are easily polished back after curing to a smooth insoluble marginal finish line [4]. In effect, by relining the crown margins, the marginal gaps will reduce in magnitude potentially down under the micrometer level to seal margins perfect with gaps in possibly nanometer dimensions well below sizes for bacteria prone to creating secondary decay, gingivitis or periodontal disease [48,49,51,52,54,56,57]. When low viscosity luting cements are developed, high-tech insoluble chemically-resistant alumina nano fibers as some of the strongest and stiffest materials can be used without increasing film thickness between the tooth and crown to reduce microcracking, moisture penetration and increase bond strength.

By FRC design-engineering principles, the crown and bridge luting cement can be vented at the FRC crown surface to reduce possibilities of increasing cement film thickness between the tooth and inside of the crown. Subsequent FRC filling materials are well designed with extremely high mechanical properties with wear characteristics for some of the smoothest materials known to mankind for the purpose of then filling in the miniature crown vents on the occlusal surface. FRCs have demonstrated excellent well-known wear less than metal.
and into glossy smooth surfaces for brakes [2]. Subsequent dental FRC fillings have then been tested to wear less than enamel into the smoothest mankind surfaces known to exist and even polish the enamel surrounding the filling [2,3]. FRC fillings with fibers above 1.0 mm wear down by fiber smoothing to generate the smallest highest-crystalline nano-particles possibly known for polishing while the plasticized surface polymer consolidates all nanoparticulate into the smoothest glossiest and most wear-resistant surface [2,3] to entirely eliminate the problem of crown wear on opposing dentition.

FRCs are model materials to incorporate triclosan antimicrobial [82-84]. The broad-spectrum efficacious antimicrobial triclosan acts both as a hydrophobic wetting agent to reduce resin viscosity during the mixing or infusion stages for fiber-resin impregnation and as a toughening agent by bond entanglements to toughen the cured polymer matrix with greater flexural and adhesive bond strength [82-84]. The odd alarmist triclosan controversy over bacterial resistance has been unjustifiable without any bacterial resistance reported in over 40 years resulting in recommendations for triclosan use wherever a health benefit is possible [83, 84]. Triclosan can be incorporated easily into a reline material intended to eliminate marginal gaps and improve the internal fit or into a luting cement using proprietary bonding steps. Still, VARTM FRC bulk infusion of triclosan for CAD/CAM parts entails some difficulty in processing technology that will require more development.

Of important note, ceramics, alumina and zirconia are not known anywhere for use as structural materials except in extremely specific applications that normally require thermal protection. However, FRCs are developed to be used everywhere imaginable except where higher thermal environments may be a concern or also where extremely immense impact is a consideration. FRCs are one of the most important and versatile structural material developments in the world today key to many diverse applications due to high design oriented properties. Uses of FRCs include fabrication for various types of aerotech structures, aircraft, marine manufacturing, commercial/military cars and trucks, ballistic material, pipelines, water resistant surface protection and repairs. On the other hand, ceramics, alumina or zirconia are not sufficiently structural for such important use because of fatigue crack growth with sudden brittle catastrophic failure.

**Conclusions**

FRCs are well known for exceptional strengths and particularly fracture toughness where superior high-strength fibers dominate most properties. FRCs can be processed by VARTM for CAD/CAM milling to produce clinical patient crowns in one appointment. Further, FRCs have excellent adhesive bonding characteristics that allow margin relines directly on the patient’s prepared tooth for defect-free margins and possibly one of the best crowns ever conceived in Dentistry. On the other hand, ceramics, alumina or zirconias are prone to brittle fracture failure. Also, ceramics and ceramic oxides do not bond well so that problems extend into adhesive retention with the final luting cement. FRCs wear smooth into glossy surfaces to eliminate problems of ceramic excessive wear on opposing teeth. FRCs are considered the original engineering design material so that multiple additives can be incorporated into the crowns or marginal reline, for example like the efficacious triclosan antimicrobial. The history of FRCs in multiple diverse applications suggest that the new CAD/CAM material will excel even over past gold crowns as a new measure for standards of excellence.
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